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Source reconstruction was done using a frequency-domain beamformer approach (Dynamic Imaging of Coher-146 ent Sources, DICS), which uses adaptive spatial filters to localize power in the entire brain (Gross et al., 2001; 147 Liljestrm, Kujala, Jensen, & Salmelin, 2005) . The brain volume of each individual subject was discretized 148 to a grid with 5mm resolution. For every grid point, a spatial filter was constructed from the cross-spectral 149 density matrix and lead field. Lead fields were calculated for a subject specific realistic single-shell model of 150 the brain (Nolte, 2003) , based on individual anatomical MRI images normalized to the International Con-151 sortium for Brain Mapping template (Mazziotta et al., 2001 ). The conductivity model of two subjects was 152 based on a high-res template (Mazziotta et al., 2001) due to a lack of appropriate T1 MRIs. The spatial filter 153 was based on all trials, for the whole stimulation period, to obtain an accurate and unbiased estimation.
154
At each grid point and for each trial, alpha power at high and low attention trials were estimated on the 155 last 10 second of each trial. Voxels that showed a significant relative difference ( high−low high+low , at p < 0.05) were 156 used in cluster-based permutation tests (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) to identify spatial clusters of significant
Steady-state source reconstruction
To determine the origin and attentional modulation of the steady-state response, data was band-pass filtered 160 between 1 and 30Hz, segmented into intervals of 1000 16 = 62.5ms time-locked to the stimulation. Responses 161 to each stimulation were then averaged within trials to obtain a trial-based ERP with a high signal-to-noise 162 ratio. The first second of each trial was discarded, to allow the steady-state response to settle. We then 163 determined the peak latency of the largest absolute evoked response over all sensors, and modeled the neural 164 data of all sensors at this latency using a single dipole (Lutkenhoner, 1998) , constrained to the same 5mm 165 grid and using the same conduction model as for the beamformer procedure. In one subject, the latency 166 of the largest absolute evoked response had to be adjusted by hand. Dipole locations were visualized using 167 BrainNet Viewer (Xia, Wang, & He, 2013) . 
Pupillometry
Pupillometry data was first band-pass filtered between 2 and 150Hz and time-locked to the last stimulation.
187
Saccades and artifacts were detected by means of z-thresholding (z > 2), padded by 150ms Subjects were able to perform the task accurately, with 99% (σ = 0.01%) correct rejections of non-target 202 trials, and 87% (σ = 0.1%) correct detection of targets. Attention ratings showed a supra-normal distri-203 bution, with a mode of 6, indicating that subjects were generally able to maintain attention (Figure 2A ).
204
The influence of trial duration, trial number (within a block) and block number (1 to 4), as well as the 205 interaction between trial number and block number were modelled together in a mixed effects linear model, 206 with subject as random effects. The association between trial length and attention rating did not appear 207 to be linear ( Figure 2B ), and was not found to be significant (t(3055) = −0.71, p = 0.78). Time-on-trial, 208 as modelled as the interaction between trial number and block number, was also not of influence on atten-209 tion rations (t(3051) = −0.71, p = 0.78). However, trial number was found to be a significant predictor 
Somatosensory alpha reflects self-reported attention 213
We tested whether alpha power during stimulation co-varied with attentional rating. We indeed found that 214 higher attention ratings corresponded to reduced alpha power at right central sensors, contralateral to the 215 attended hand ( Figure 3A , p cluster = 0.0165). Source-level analysis showed the source of the contralateral 216 alpha suppression to be at the primary somatosensory region ( Figure 3B & Table 1 ). 217 5.3 Tactile evoked and steady-state responses reflect self-reported attention 218 We then tested whether the tactile stimulation resulted in a steady-state response at stimulation frequency.
219
Spectral analysis of the average SSEF indeed showed a clear peak at 16Hz with a contralateral central 220 topography ( Figure 4A ) that was maintained until the end of the trial ( Figure 4C) . A comparison of 16Hz 221 power, averaged over the last ten seconds, showed a significant increase in high over low attention trials 222 (t(21) = 3.33, p = 0.0032, Fig 4B) . To verify the somatosensory origin of the steady-state response, we 223 performed a dipole localization on the evoked response averaged over stimulations. We found that SSEF 224 dipoles were indeed located at the right primary somatosensory cortex ( Figure 4D ). The onset of the steady- state stimulation evoked a contralateral somatosensory evoked field at 50ms and 85ms ( Figure 5A ). Peak 226 amplitudes after steady-state stimulation onset did not differentiate between high and low attention (t(21) = 227 0.80, p = 0.43, and t(21) = −0.39, p = 0.70, respectively). The evoked field stabilized within 500ms into a 228 clear steady-state response at stimulation frequency ( Figure 4E ). Stimulation offset ( Figure 4E ) also evoked 229 a response at 48.5ms, 136.5ms and 209.5ms, with significantly larger deflections for high-attention trials 230 only in the late component (t(21) = −1.09, p = 0.28, t(21) = 1.79, and p = 0.087, t(21) = −2.13, p = 0.045, 231 respectively), however, these findings would not survive a correction for multiple comparisons for testing 232 three components. power and pupil diameter of the current trial could explain attention ratings, alpha power and pupil diameter 264 of the next trial. Indeed, a model including current and next trial values greatly improved the fit (Table   265 3, BF = 6.17 × 10 12 ). Specifically, attention ratings at each trial were shown not to be independent from 266 each other, but highly predictive of subsequent attention ratings (t(3068) = 9.05, p = 2 × 10 −16 ). This shows 267 that self-reported measures of attention persisted over trials. Interestingly, while pupil diameter predicted 268 subsequent attentional ratings (t(3068) = −2.91, p = 0.004), alpha power did not (t(3068) = 0.006, p = 0.75).
269
These results indicate that pupil diameter reflected aspects of attention that varied more slowly over trials, Because pupil diameter was shown to influence attention ratings beyond the current trial, while alpha power 273 explained attention ratings in a trial-by-trial manner, we explored whether the effect of pupil diameter on 274 attention was also mediated by alpha power. Indeed, a mediation model (pupil → alpha → attention rating) 275 showed that pupil diameter's effect on attention was significantly mediated by alpha power (β = 0.008, p < 276 2 × 10 −16 ). Statistical estimates of the predictors are reported in Figure 6A . As reported above, steady-state responses did not explain attention ratings in a trial-by-trial analysis, when 279 including alpha power and pupil diameter, but only when using a median-split approach. We therefor 280 explored an alternative hypothesis that steady-state responses corresponds to aspects of attention that are 281 better captured by pupil diameter or contra-lateral alpha power, rather than by self-reports. A mixed 282 effects model indeed showed that alpha power (t(3068) = 6.48, p < 1.04 × 10 − 10) but not pupil diameter 283 (t(3068) = −0.30, p = 0.76) explained steady-state power ( The multifaceted nature of attention was clearly reflected by our findings that each of the three variables we well as tonic pupil diameter, strongly reflected the subjective attentional state. Furthermore, they did so 293 according to different temporal dynamics: while alpha activity explained attention ratings on a trial-by-trial 294 basis, pupil diameter showed an influence on attention ratings that also extended beyond the current trial.
295
This is in line with the idea that pupil diameter reflects features of attention related to arousal such as 296 motivation and vigilance, while alpha activity reflects momentary cognitive control. In fact, it is generally 297 accepted that while alpha suppression can be under fast-acting cortical (attentional) control, pupil diameter 298 is thought to be modulated subcortically, beyond conscious cognitive control. Furthermore, alpha power and 299 pupil diameter did not act entirely independently: mediation analysis showed that the relationship between 300 pupil diameter and the subjective experience of attention was in part mediated by alpha activity. This 301 further reinforces the idea that cognitive control happens 'on top of' more tonic fluctuations of vigilance and 302 motivation.
303
In contrast to alpha power and pupil diameter, steady-state responses corresponded only weakly to self-304 reported attention ratings in a median-split analysis, and this relationship disappeared in a trial-by-trial 305 analysis when alpha power and pupil diameter were included as predictors. However, alpha activity was 306 shown to have a strong effect on steady-state power, and pupil diameter influenced steady-state power
